Plumber’s Siphon Pro 2 – Use on any hose to start a siphon

Place end in source

Insert bulb at other end

Squeeze until flow starts

Remove bulb for flow

This pump works with most liquids including gas, oil, diesel, water and anti-freeze. The hose is made in the USA. Hose should
not be used as permanent fuel line. Empty and dry hose when done for greater hose life.

Operation:
Insert multi-sized tip into provided hose or your own hose (typically from 3/8” ID to 1/2” ID) and press it on to secure it, or just
hold it in place. Place the other end of the hose in the liquid (use brass weight/hose Joiner to sink hose) then lower the output
end with the bulb attached to a level that is below the top of the target liquid to be removed. Start squeezing bulb until fluid
comes down to bulb.
You can now pinch off the flow with the
provided white plastic pinch clamp (not
pictured in above step photos) Squeeze
tightly closed and listen for the clicking sound
locking it down in the grooves. Now pull off
bulb and place hose end with flowing fluid
into target container. Release the pinch clamp by pushing out on the notched end with your thumb. Flow will now start. Use
provided hose clip to secure hose end in many containers or gas tanks. When done, rinse the tool with either clean water if used
for water-based materials or with kerosene for petroleum based materials. Kerosene step is not necessary but does aid in
longevity.

Arizona Family Owned Business
Hello,
I’m Chris Aliberti, founder of GenTap. Siphon Pro is made here in Phoenix AZ. We are a family owned business
making/assembling products in the USA . Your feedback and product reviews on Amazon are really helpful to us. It also helps us
fine tune our products based on your feedback. If you can find the time we would really appreciate a product review on AMAZON
(NOT THE SAME AS A SELLER FEEDBACK). You can simply look at your orders and click on your Siphon Pro order and it will give
you an option to review our product.
If you’re not satisfied would you be so kind as to contact us? We are very responsive and will work to take care of any
issue to your satisfaction.

GenTap, LLC
325 W. Melinda Ln. Phoenix, AZ 85027 602-490-3283
support@gentap.com

Visit us at www.GasTapper.com

